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NEW EXPRESSION

THE INSIDE TRACK

by Adorn Lewis

"Youth terror": truth or fiction?
Is Starsky & Hutch more
exciting than The Ten 0 '
clock News? A lot of teens·
who watched ABC's (Ch. 7)
documentary
" Youth
Terror : The View from
Behind the Gun ," last June
seem to think not. The
scenes in Starsky & Hutch
are rehearsed ; the scenes
m " Youth Terror" were

Congress
increases
college aid

supposed to be spontaneous .
The only problem is that
a New York law firm claims
that some scenes in the
documentary were staged .
They also charge that ABC
paid youths to read lines
from a script to make the
show more dramatic.
ABC has already won

one court ruling . But according to a sixty-page
report on the investigation ,
"the evidence does indicate
that, immediately prior to
the second fight, one or
more members of the TV
crew were aware that the
youths were about to carry
out some pre-planrted
activity."

Last March NE reported on
two financial aid bills for·
college financing that were
before Congress.
The Moynihan-Packwqod
proposal was to provide
tuition tax credits for
families
with
college
students The other was
Carter's plan. He proposed
to Increase the funds
already existing for college
tuition aid programs.
Well , Carter's plan won
because Congress could
not agree on a tax ·credit ·
plan. This means that an

extra $1 .2 billion will be
poured Into government
grant and loan programs
such as the BEOG for next
year's college students.
Carter's plan will make
more students eligible for
BEOG . A student whose
family makes between
$30,000 and $45,000 a year
can now apply, even
though the help will only be
about $150. Students from
low income families will
now be eligible for more
money through BEOG than
,they were in 1978.

1;

1Hunted: loan
Wil l college-bound teens
pay tor the "sins" of their
older brothers and sisters?
Their "sin" is one billion
dollars worth of unpaid
government - guaranteed
college tuition loans.
The Internal Revenue
Service, the state government and banks are now
beginning to crackdown on
the loan dodgers.
Banks are now hesitating
before agreeing to grant
loans for f~ar that students
will default after graduation.
- The I.R.S. has begun
getting on the backs of
colleges to get their
students to repay these
loans. Cblleges are now
being more strict by
withholding the transcripts
of students who haven't

Female grads duck math
If you are a female
college-bound high school
senior, you may need to
add another math course to
your schedule before
graduation.
study
by
the
A
Educational
Testing
Service concludes that
many women aren't accepted Into their desired
career or college because
they lack the required math
and science courses. This
often means that they have
to resort to another field of
study.
Patricia Casserly, a
researcher for ETS, feels
that school councelors are
to blame. Many courses
have
been
labeled
"masculine" or "feminine."
She says that boys are
advised to take math and
science because " they'll
probably need It, to
bec9me
doctors .and
lawyers."
On the other hand, most
girls are expected to be
housewives
ar.:~d
sE!cretaries, which requires
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knowledge . She commented that counselors
usually tell women , "Oh
well , you're probably not
going to be a physici st, so
why ruin your grade point
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repaid these loans.
The State of Illinois
wants to get a piece of the
action also. State Rep.
Michael
Brady
has
proposed his own plan to
aid the situation. He
suggests that the State buy
these uncollected loans
from the banks before they
become default. This way
the state has a better
chance of tracking-down
the loan dodgers than the
federal government.
This may be a cue for
high school students to
begin making sure that they
pay up their debts. Imagine
applying for a Carson's
charge card, and a computer screen reads, "John
Doe. Not Eligible. Neglected to pay $.30 lit>rary fine
in high school."

Marijuana "high"
.
among .sen1ors
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average?"
Maybe
Chicago's
counselors should have
taken a look at ''All That
Glitters" to shake up their
stereotypes.

We were wondering
whether sober teens are
becoming an endangered
species. According to two
October surveys they are.
A
survey
by
the
University of Michigan
proves that high school
seniors are now the largest
group of marijuana consumers in the country.
Nearly ten per cent of
17,000 teens surveyed "get
high" on a daily basis.
Although marijuana is
becoming more popular,
the survey also disclosed
that the use of harder drugs
such as cocoalne, PCP,
and LSD are beginning to
decline. Most teens also
felt that smoking marijuana
is as harmful as drinking,

but less harmful tham
cigarettes.
Even more teens are
getting high on alcohoi l
according to the Department of Health , Education
and Welfare's newest
report. One out of five high
school students now gets
drunk once a month .
Though more drinking law&
are being passed to curbl
the sale of alcohol, three:
million teens between 14
and 19 years of age hav
problems
related
t
drinking.
At this rate, will the clas~
of '80 be sober enough t<
light the candles on theil
children's birthday cake
ten years from now?
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me, Sweet Audi Home

~------

ormer inmates recall bad times
by Hassan 0. Rosell
and Debra Wilson
Arnold Matthews, 17, was a
juvenile delinquent, and he
knew it. He would rob and
make trouble just for the fun
of it. He believed in doing
things with his friends
regardless of the consequen·ces. As a result of his
involvement with gangs, he
was arrested for robbery and
placed in the Audi Home for
Juvenile Detention in 1973. He
was 12 years old.
Since then , he's been in and
out of the Audi Home three
times. His longest stint of 18
months ended last spring.
Like many teens who are
sent to the Audi Home, Arnold's adjustment was a slow
one. "When I first got there I
felt scared," he said. "I was
dejected, like no one wanted
me."
He also believes that the
officials there didn't offer him
the guidance and counseling
he needed. "They treated us
like wild animals," he said.
Arnold recalled a specific
case of official bullying.
"Once a dude stole some
cigarettes and matches from
his mother who was visiting.
He was tricked on by one of
the 'pet' kids. They (officials),
woke everyone up, put us in a
line and beat that poor guy
until they drew blood. I
wanted to get the hell out."
Arnold tells of his turmoil in
spending time in a detention
home. "You forget the days
and months. Sometimes you
woutd sit in your room and
cry, looking forward to your
court date."
The court day was always a
dramatic occasion for him. It
meant
imprisonment
or
freedom.
It meant the
frustrations of dealing with
the
attorneys
(public
defenders) who represented
him.
"Mine always lied to me,"
Arnold claims . During each
trial he would promise to get
me out. But they would
always len~then my time."
"You might hate your attorney, but you had to put
your faith in him."
In the Audi Home, teens
under 16 are held for crimes

OVER

ranging from running away to
robbery. Unfortunately, many
teens who are victims of
abandonment by parents are
expected to live in with tough
inmates who have been
convicted over and over again.
" I remember this White boy
who was a good kid. He came
there because his mother
didn't want him. He couldn't
deal with it and tried to
commit suicide by smashing
his head into the wall. I
laughed at him and told him
'Go bash your head into
anything . You won 't get out.
Nobody cared for me either."
Actually ,
Arnold
felt
sympathy for many of his
suffering inmates .
"I wouldn't want anyone to
go through what I went
through. jf you don't have the
patience, you could go crazy."
Dennis Smith, 17, had
turned 16 when he was sent to
the Audi Home. His reason:
he and his friends had been
convicted of stealing hubcaps.
He had already been at the
Audi Home before, but only
for a week. This stay was 75
days.
Dennis remembers the
frequent scuffles between the
youths. "Kids would do
something to offend you or
start talking about your
mother. Then there was a
fight," he said. "They tore up
the beds and used the bed
legs to beat 'each other."
Dennis felt that the-Officials
weren't much help in solving
their quarrels. "If you were
involved in any fighting, the
guard would come up, grab
you by the neck and start
giving you all kinds of
harassment. No questions
asked."
Dennis believed his stays in
the Audi Home were pure
"hell," and- he would never
want to go aQain . "It was a
very bad experience," he said.
"I sure won't do anything bad
to go back."
Billy Munson, 15, another
Audi Home alumnus, was
charged with shoplifting at a
grocery store three years ago.
Since he'd been convicted
three times , the judge
recommended to his parents
that
he
be
sent
to

"You are
not in
there to
have ·fun."
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photo by Nona Paramore
rehabi II tati on
for
three
months during the summer.
When the judge asked Billy if
he would like to spend his
summer there, he innocently
replied, "Why not?"
Billy suffered the consequence of being confined
with youths that had all kinds
of criminal records.
"Most boys in there were
older than me and were in
there for harder things like
rape and robbery," he said.
Of all the adjustments the
Audi Home presented him
with, it was the separation
from his family that hurt Billy
the most. "It was hard to
adjust being away from my
mother, father, brothers and
sisters," he said.
In efforts to ease Billy's
pain from being separated
from his family , counselors

were at his side. "They would
see me once or twice a week,"
Billy said . "They would talk to
me about my situation."
Billy also recalls the tight
discipline. "For punishment
they would take away one of
our meals."
Though Billy felt his time in
the Audi Home wasn't a
horrible experience, he felt he
learned his lesson and didn't
want to go back. His advice to
youths, "Don't shoplift."
In response to our interviews with Arnold, Dennis
and Billy, James Jordan,
Superintendent of Cook
County Detention Centers,
said, "That's a bunch of
baloney. Our child attendants
are qualified to deal with and
counsel kids."
Jordan claims that counselors are always available for
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the
delinquents .
"Absolutely," he said, "counselors are available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week."
Jordan argues, if a child
receives a lack of counseling
it's his fault. "The bad ones
don't listen to anyone
anyway."
Jordan also believes that if
a delinquent wants to get
better he has to do it himself.
" Our classes are the most
modern" and teachers only
have to deal with a few students," he said. "It was up to
the individual if he wants to
learn or not."
Arnold doesn't think he and
his friends learned much.
"Most of my friends I used to
hang with are either dead , in
mental houses, or on drugs,"
he said.
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New Expression has set aside this
page to provide you with continuing
Information about high school opportunities in Chicago. ·
We want to report on the quality of
programs in Access To Excellence, on
permissive transfers , on special
programs In private schools, and on
outside educational opportunities.
You can use this page each month
to plan your education for 1979.

Your
guide
to
Chicago
high
schools

by Krls Prorok

Southside wrestles prejudice
property values start going
down."
They also said that " the
blacks would have to come
into the school in a large
enough number In order to
last".
At Hubbard, which was
integrated for the first time
this September with 34
openings for black students,
30 of the black students have
struck It out. During the first
weeks of school four blacks
transferred out, charging that
the principal, Dr. Roland
Long , was not sympathetic to
them because of racial taunts
from whites.
Eula Ridgeway, mother of
two students who transferred

Bogan high school has
remained all white despite
blacks being eligible to attend
Bogan after graduating from a
grade school in District 15.
The Bogan students I talked to
seemed to feel that the reason
for the all-white enrollment
was due to their parents
protesting last May.
The seven students I talked
with (four males, three
females outside on their lunch
break) said that they wouldn't
mind having blacks going to
their school . They claim that
their parents don't want the
blacks there because, according . to one student, the
next thing you know "They
start moving in and the

reading level before they can
be admitted to the program .
The
curr i culum
requirements in Business
Management include the
regular requ i rem ent s for
graduation plus courses in
bu s iness
manag ement ,
bookkeep i ng , ac co un ting ,
The
new
busines s economics , data process ing ,
management program at Orr marketing I sales , occupation
(Access to Excellence) is prep and typing . The average
planned for 100 students . student will have (because of
Presently it has 73 freshmen . extra courses) 21 credits upon
Of these , approximately 65% graduation.
are black, 8% are white , 25%
In their senior year the
are Latino and 2% are other. s t udents will actually be
According to Eula An - working three to four hours a
derson , Chairperson of the day as management trainees
Business Dept., the reason for in a position they can cononly 73 students is the late tinue In , If they wish , after
recruitment effort and the fact graduation . The credits are
college
entrance
students need to have a 7.0 also

'I heard it's
hard to get
a job . .. '

from Hubbard, said that her
children "were afraid because
the white youngsters were
calling them names." Mrs.
Ridgeway alleges that her
children were called "nigger"
in front of Dr. Long and that
he said her children would be
suspended if they said
anything to whites .
Long feels that the "right
kind of people were not
selected" to start the integration effort. He said ,
"they were very apprehensive
and frightened of many
things . Because they were so
frightened they shouldn't
consider coming here In the
first place ."

preparation for those who
choose college.
Esther Hall Is one of the
pioneer students In this
program. She said she took
this program because "It was
the only way I could get Into
this school ." If she didn't go
to Orr she would either be
going to Waller or Austin.
The students I talked with
seemed very concerned about
life after high school. According to Charlotte Simon
(who wants to be an architect), " If I can't be what I
want to be, then I'll be trained
in something ." Valerie Jones
says, " I heard it's hard to get a
job these days. It'll (the
program) help you In the
future when you're trying to
find a job."

med;

At Marshall H. S. a Medical
Services program is supposed
to be set up in 1979-80 accordinQ to Access to Excellence.
High
school
students
Interested
In
medicine are supposed to be
able to transfer In for this
speciality. According to the
Access book, they will have
the "opportunity to pursue a
sequenced course of study In
Medicine as a basis for postsecondary school study or
potential
career
opportunities."
The assistant principal,
Raymond Abercrombie, at
Marshall said, "The only thlr:'g

I know about a
program Is that we w
assigned a medical prog
by the Board of Education.
"Presently, we are trying;
lay groundwork for t
program (by) building
revising the science and m
.
curriculums."
Robert Saddler, prlnclpat Of
Marshall, could give us riD ·
more Information than ~ ·
was in the Access to
cellence book, saying that
yet no one at the Board
contacted him. He also sa~
"Nothing's being done" (a~
the program)."

!

-~----------------~-------

Computers hum
Steinmetz has a computer
science program which was
originally slated for 60
students, however, 65 were
eventually admitted into the
program.
The chairman of the
Computer Education Dept.,
Richard Gadza, says, "It's
difficult to tell how the
program is working."
"It's not what I thought it
would be," Lisa Brown, a
freshman in the program said.
" I thought it would be just
computers where you don't
have to do any work. I think
it'll help me because they'll
get me a job as a keypuncher,
and if I want I can go to
college and eventually earn
$6.00 an hour."
The Steinmetz Access to

Excellence program is· set up
to provide three different
optional
programs
for
students to follow: either data
processing , clerical and
operations or a business/
technical program .
In their senior year students '
will be able to work at a
business using their acquired
skills .
The Steinmetz equipment
now includes 27 computer
terminals and 10 keypunch
machines. They are expecting
eight
more
keypunch
machines . The equipment will
become more sophisticated
as the first class progresses
through the four years.
Steinmetz will open their
program to 60 mort: freshmen
next school year 1979-80.
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Co nfessions of a
teenage author
by Deni se Bronson
" I get my characters from
real people. I need to meet the
one kid in reality that I can
say, that's the kid I'd like to
use and I'd love to write a book
and have that kid read it and
say, 'Wow! He really caught
me in the book.' " That's the
way Paul Zindel writes young
adult novels-so successfully
that each title has sold
thousands of copies.
Now this very successful
writer was sitting around a
tab le at New Expression
talking with high school
writers about his books . He
was thin and balding . He had
trouble with his long legs in
the old sunken-cush ioned
chair someone offered him.
This was not your typical
teen idol. Yet he held this
group spellbound for an hour.
Some staffers who sa1d they
were too busy to sit in
gradually crept 1nto the room
and never left.
Paul Zindel has a formula
for creating characters and
novels. " First I have to have a
personal problem of my own
that I want to solve," he explained. "Next, I need the
person , the kid to come
across that I want to use as a
model. But then I need a
situation."
Zindel's newest book which
is not out yet, titled The
Undertaker's Gone Bananas,
has one of these unusual
situations. He explained that

he had an undertaker move
next door to him and the man
scared him to death. "I had a
window over the pool and
when the undertaker and his
wife would go out to the pool
everybody made room. He
was nuts. He hac a gun he'd
carry around in his belt. He'd
do freaky things."
The undertaker's
personality led to the book which
is about two kids. "One of the
kids lives next door to the
undertaker. They both suspect
that there is something wrong
with the undertaker and one
day they see him killing
someone, " Zlndel explained.
" I knew right then that there
would have to be a scene
where the two of them were
trapped in a casket .''
Paul Zindel's characters
also come from people that he
met while he was teaching
senior high school. " I had a
study hall. I'd sit in the back
so that I could find the trouble
makers. Then I'd ask them to

come in back and talk to me.
They'd te ll me things that t hey
wouldn't tell a counselor or
the dean of students. They
would say : "Oh, isn't it too
bad about so and so, she's
pregnant! She hasn't told her
mother yet."
These students gave Zindel
a feel for things that were
going on in teenagers' minds.
" It got so interesting that I had
to get a girl to write it all down
in a notebook ."
One of the characters that
was based on those students
became Liz in My Darling, My
Hamburger. "There was this
one girl I never forgot. She
was so daring. Jf she needed
money for a date with her
boyfriend, she'd make believe
she was collecting for Catholic Charities. But then, I'll
never forget, we all knew she
was pregnant. We all knew
she was going for an abortion.
"This one kid got stuck
driving her over (for the

They'd tell me
things that they
wouldn't tell a
counselor or dean
of students.

•
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abortion) and a girlfriend went
along. They went in and it was
so horrible looking that they
ran out and jumped into a car.
She was so wild that she
wanted to stop at a McDonald's She ate about 11 or
12 hamburgers and her water
broke. So she did abort.'
The character Liz in My
Darling actually has an
abortion, hemorrhages and
drops out of school.
Zindel needs to be alone in
order to create these characters. "What I fifld is, I can't
wnte a scene unless I really
have visualized it. Because if
you don't feel like writing it,

the idea is not ready to be
born yet. So what you do is
wait until the idea is ready."
"I like to write . Sometimes I
have to write in an airplane or
at a disco. It's not easy to
present a problem and have to
solve it an a novel. It takes
concentration "
Not only do these books
present a problem, but the
problem IS solved. ''I believe
that the character must come
to face his problem. All my
books have a happy ending."
He proved it by leaving
suddenly, before we had a
chance to be bored.

~!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! New !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Expression
Write-a-book-title
Contest
Paul Zindel's books
always have strange titles.
Zindel has his own system
for writing these titles.
"What I do is create
slang," he says, " because
it's something that teenagers do on their own. You
have 'My Darling', which is
kind of an establishment
phrase. But then I fracture
it with something you
wouldn't expect:
' My
Hamburger , My Darling,
My Hamburger."
"Kids
will
fracture
language JUSt to surprise
adults. I find myself doing
the same thing, combining
the establishment word
and a funny word."
New
Expression

challenges its readers to try
their hand at writing book
titles using the Zindel
formula . Send your entries
to Book Titles, New Expression, 207 S. Wabash ,
Chicago 60604. The editors
will choose the ten best
entries and print them in
the December issue. Be
sure to include your name,
school and phone number.
The best Pntry in the
opinion of the editors will
be awarded some new
Bantam books.
Some examples of titles
might be: Conversations
with a Cookie Monster, My
Life w1th My Motorcycle,
The Girl Who Was a Paper
Doll.
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Teen fathers:
bitter about
their experience
photos by
Nona Paramore
and Andre Williams
by Kathy Hawk
Damltrlus Davidson Is
nineteen and the father of two
children, each with different
mothers. He hasn't seen his
daughter Dejah In a year.
She'll be three soon. His son
Damitrlus will be two In
January. He hasn't seen the
baby since he was two weeks
old.
Damllrlus thought he was in
love with Sharon. They were
both sixteen. They discussed
sex and parenting seriously.
She wasn't on the pill so she
decided to use the rhythm
method of birth control.
Damltrius told her, " If you
get pregnant, I'll take care of
you and the baby." A few
weeks later she was pregnant.
He supported Sharon and
the baby a while . Then things
began to change. He leaned
towards street life and
gambling. Sharon- depended
on him more and more.
Finally, t~eL_broke up He

continued to support the
child.
A year later Sharon got
married and
moved
to
Jamaica. In the spring of this
year she died of pneumonia.
Before she died she asked her
husband to take care of Dejah
and to let Damltrlus know how
his daughter was
Damltrius didn't tell Chris
about Sharon or the fact that
he was a father . He liked her,
and they got along well. But
they never talked seriously
about sex or parenting . She
wasn't on any type of birth
control.
When
Chris
became
preqtlant , Damltrlus wasn 't
sure that the child was his .
"Both had been " fooling
around ," he said. But he
decided to take care of her.and
the child. He tried working ,
but he just couldn't keep a
job . He began gambling
again. He bought things for
his son with his winnings.
He was s_!!ying In the

streets once again. Chris got
angry with him . She took the
child and left. He hasn't seen
either of them in eight
months.
Damitrlus is bitter about his
experiences. He knows that
he's the cause of most of it.
Yet , he still feels he did the
right thing. "I could have
suggested abortion. No , I
wanted them . They're me. I
mean they are a part of me,
and I'm obligated to try and
care for them ."
This tension in Damitrius
seems to be at the heart of the
teen father's story . If he wants
to assume his part In the
parenting of a child, he must
assume new and burdensome
responsibilities.
The record Indicates that
most teen males In this
country do not hold up long
under those restrictions on
their freedom .
On the other hand, If he
quits on the mother and the
child, he usually lives wit~ the
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Straight leg jeans from
Simply llritches could be
the perfect solution to
get you bock in the swing
of things. They ore the
top style in today's world
of jeans, and we hove
'em all. from plain to fancy.
in everybody's size .. .
Famous label jeans, super
selection. and good
looking. You'll be "sitting
pretty:·
We just can't be beat
In selection or price. and
we hove a fine selection
of leisure slacks, shirts.
sweaters. jackets. disco
wear even sUits ... our
walls ore filled with a wide
variety of jeans-flared
legs. pre-washed. in all
styles and colors. each with
a price tog that makes
them a star.
Oring in this ad and you'll
save l ()",{, off of any
purchase you make.
So, straighten up your
act ... visit Simply Oritches
today and you'll not only
straighten up your act you'll toke the leading port.

sort of bitter experience that
Damltrlus described.
When the teen mother tries
to ease that tension or end it,
she may succeed sometimes,
but not always . The day that
Steve found out that he was
going to be a father, he
thought, 'I'm going to be a
father! I want to tell
everyone.' But Evonne didn't
want me to tell everyone. She
said, "Walt awhile before you
go and tell the whole world."
She told him that her
moth~r wanted her to hflve an
abortion. " I waited, then one
day Evonne told me that I
didn't
have
to
worry
anymore." She had gotten an
abortion.
"I was hurt, really hurt,"
Steve said. "SI nee then,
whenever I see her all I say is
' Hello .'
We
don't
talk
anymore. The hurt is still
there."
Steve was not relieved that
he didn't have to face the
responsibility of supporting a

child. Those that do face It
usually find that the card d
is stacked against them.
If a teen mother is forced tc
live without the father of
child, she is eligible for $227 <
month under welfare. If the
teen father is married anc
cannot find a job to suppor
the family , the family of th
is eligible for $340.50 a mont
until he gets a job. In that tl
he must prove he is lookln'
for work, although full-tl
jobs for young men wht
haven't finished high schoo
are hard to find.
Jobs, like most othe
normal aspects of fatherhood
do not come easily to
teenager.
How much, then, is a teer
father likely to experienc!
parenting the way an older
married man might?
My survey of ten teet
fathers indicates that one o
them was present at th
hospital for the birth of thei
children. Seven of them ar
now supporting their child
but only one is actually II
with and caring for the chi
Ttle support these father
gave the mother durin
pregnancy varied from regu
concern and conversation t
an avoidance of the subjec·
But most of those I ir
terviewed said that the girl'
parents affected their lr
volvement.
Damltrius was barred
Chris's parents from
contact with Chris. Ste~
never had a chance to discus
Evonne's decision to abor
None of these youn
fathers felt that the adu
world, especially the girl
parents, were willing to tre
them as young adults w~
were willing to take on seriol
adult roles . When the your
father hears nothing b1
suspicion that he can't make
as a father, he starts bellevlr
it himself.
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ACE is the place
for career education
by Steve Greer
At seventeen, Cornelius
Bost hopes to be a lawyer.
Right now he is getting most
of his high school credits by
working srde-by-side with
lawyers and a circuit court
judge.
His high school program,
celled ACE, is so flexible that
he can work with these
lawyers at different hours of
the day and on different days
of the week.
At Calumet high school, he
can do this because Calurnet
is one of five high schools in
Illinois experimenting with
Experience-Based
Career
Education.
Very lew students in
Chicago seem to know that it
exists. Of the twenty students
at Calumet I questioned, ten
did not know what ACE is.
· The other ten were unsure, but
they knew they didn't want to
enroll.
VVhen
asked
these
students why they opposed
the program, the majority said
that the students in ACE are
being cheated out of an
education. They feel that the
students are missing out on
the main part of school work.
They also think that the
program would only be helpful
to those students who don't
like classes and are not going
to college. Not one of these

students who "knocked" the
program had actually checked
it out.
Actually,
of the 120
students now in the ACE
program, a majority plan to go
to college. The main difference is that these teens prefer
to learn by experience and to
learn independently rather
than in the classroom.
Anthony Dawson, who
chose the ACE program last
year as a sophomore, is
checking out two careers as a
chef and as a mechanic. His
part time classroom is at the
Drexel Home for the Aged. He
goes in twice a week. Each
day the head cook shows him
the steps in preparing and
serving food.
Anthony says that this
program really works for him.
"At Calumet I had food class,
and that wasn't teaching me
anything about being a chef."
VVhen Anthony is not experiencing chef's training, he
works on Independent stuay
credits. He and others In the
ACE program work with their
counselors to select work in
English, history and math.
They work by themselves and
check out their work with an
adviser who is qualified to
handle that subject. In October, Anthony took his PE
credits in a week-long
camping trip.
Royce Braxton, a senior In
the program, wants a career in

auto mechanics "I would like
one day to have a repair shop
of mv own." he says . "And
the ACE program is helping
me learn more about it."
" I go to a repair shop every
day," he explained. The man
showS" me step-by-step about
fixing cars . Now I can take a
motor apart i4St like that. And
when I was at ail-day classes
at Calumet, nothing was
offered for mechanics ."
Unlike auto mechanics in
most high schools, Royce
works with cars that belongs
to real customers. He knows
that real customers will
complain if the work is poorly
and incorrectly done. That's
different from getting a "C"· or
"D" in a traditional class.
Besides working side-byside with c.hefs and auto
mechanics,
other
ACE
students are working with
electronics
experts, .
psychologists, accountants,
bookkeepers, writers, actors,
engineers, paramedics,
business managers and ·
lawyers.
Cornelius, whose career
plan is law enforcement,
explained that students in the
ACE program can still choose
regular classes . He's taking
French and English.
"Now that I know about the
pro_gram ~sa senior," he said,
"I wonder whether I could
have come into it as a freshman. It offers a lot of freedom

and I'm not sure I could have
handled it then."
Cornelius is quick to point
out that the ACE program is
not for everyone interested in
a specific career. "It takes a
mature-minded
student,"
Sylvia Alvino, coordinator for
the program explained. "VVe
give every student who applies
a trial period of two weeks
when he can test out this style
of learning for himself."
The
Experience-Based
Career Education program is
simple enough to be operating
in most schools, according to
Sylvia Alvino. The staff of
each program would have to
find working men and women

who can work well one-on-one
with a teen who wants to learn
about his career. And the staff
has to be able to help teens
make the adjustment from
dependence In the classroom
to the independence of
designing
their
own
education .
Most of all the teens themselves have to choose the
experience style of learning
for EBCE to succeed. Right
now everyone's experience of
what is right and good Is In
the classroom. So the
pioneers in EBCE have to
make the i r choice under
pressure. They don't seem to
mind.
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A Woman of Decision
"If anyone asks you, I'm tutoring
perform as one battalion for inyou," Melba said as we seated ourspections and competitions. She is a
member of Superintendent of Schools
selves in her office, which doubles as
the counseling room . "Did you prepare
Joseph Hannon's City Corps Staff.
some questions?"
"His own personal ROTC."
"Yeah," I said (I had forgotten
1 asked her about her love life. She is
completely about it until that mornIndifferent to boy friends (I'm trying to
ing).
find a topic that she has trouble being
"Good. That's a sign of a good
decisive about. I'm losing).
reporter."
"Have you ever made a decision that
I wanted to talk to Melba about
you thought was really good but later
decison-maklng . Since she Is a cadet
everyone flaxed you about It?" (There
Lt. Colonel . I figured she would have
was no trying to fool Melba, She had
something to say about it.
journalism last year.)
I had no tape recorder. I was late fo;
"Yeah , well I could think of one deschool that morning and forgot to • cislo n I made that, well it's a minor
bring it. I was going to take the inone ... about my hair." Melba frizzed
terview in writing-until a teacher
up her hair tor her sixteenth birthday.
borrowed my pen.
She thought it was great but. ..
Since I d1dn't know where to begin, I
"Everyone said ' Eh! Why did you do
began with the ROTC. Melba answers
that to your hair?' " After three perms
without hesitation as she does most
she called it quits and got a haircut.
questions. She patiently explains tor • She wants to be a sociologist.
the nth time her role in ROTC. As a
She likes history best-at least tor
friend, I had asked many times before.
now. "I may take tour years of college
It is her responsibility to make sure
as a soc1ology major, get out and want
that all the individual ROTC classes
to do something else."

By Elaine Takagi

Did you ever make a
decision . . . that
everyone flaxed you
about?

"But then," I said as she completed
my thought, "Yeah, I know , college Is
a big waste. I don't know. I just want
the knowledge. Half the things I'm
taking now are a waste. Take Advanced Placement Biology for instance. How is Advanced Placement
Biology going to help in sociology?"
She wants to be rich. She is a
leader. Has she ever thought of
combini ng sociology with business
and becoming a market consultant?
"Yes, I met one, but no way. Who
wants to pick a product and watch the
company go down the drain?"

She obviously copes with her
academic problems. She is No. 2 in
her class . She is ambitious, but she's
not losing any sleep.
I thought that was remarkable. If I
held the No. 2 spot in my class I'd be
climbing the walls. Even at No. 13
(with no real pressure) I'm neurotic.
Finally , I asked the question that I
thought weighed heaviest on Melba's
mind (on every excellent student's
mind).
" How do you think you'll do in
college?"
"Average," she said.

by Eric Williams

Man's Inhumanity to Ants
I always dread cold days. But more
than that, I dread meeting weird
people.
On this cold October day I had the
luck to be s anding next to one of your
weirder people. He was watchmg
seven ants running across the L
platform.
The ants ran In a perfect line. One of
them strayed from the line and began
to run in another direction. The guy
gritted his teeth and screamed, "Hey!
Get back in line!" He ran over and
stomped on the straggler. 'Dj.e, you
little sissy!" he shrieked.
He got down on his .knees to inspect
the ant.

"That's what you get," he smiled.
Now I wondered if this guy's mother
knew that he was out killing defenseless ants.
·
"How d1d you know?" I asked him.
"How did I know what?" he snapped, looking up.
"That the ant was a sissy."
"I didn't kill him for that," he said,
brushing the dirt from his corduroys.
"As a matter of fact, he may have a
wife and kids at home."
"Oh!" I said as I started to move
away from him .
"I killed him because he was out of
line."
"That's nice," I said, trying' to cut

him off and leave. But he went on .
"People don't have the right to be
out of line. It messes things up. It
creates chaos. It's unhealthy, unhuman, and probably communistf"
"Well, what should be done about
it?" I asked to humor him .
"I think they should be killed," he
answered.
"Who?"
"The weirdos, the freaks, the oddballs, the squares, the ... "
It was clear to me now that this
dummy had no touch with the real
world.
"Walt a second," I Interrupted ,
trying to quiet him down so people

Dressing for the Holidays

Style Awhile in Party Fashions

would stop staring in our direction.
" This doesn't make any sense at all. If
you kill people for being a little weird,
there wouldn't be anyone left to go to
Whitney Young High School, trade
comic books or watch Saturday
morning TV . As a matter of fact the
school system would break down
because three-fourths of its teachers
and all of its principals would have to
go."
He didn't seem to hear me (probably
because he closed his eyes and put his
fingers in his ears). When 'I finished,
he went on.
"It would be great!" he giggled.
"Just one big fry and all the troublesome people are gone. Zap! Just like
that!" He stopped long enough to
concentrate and snap his fingers.
" No more weirdos like those people
who preach on buses , or jog around
parks, or write columns for New
Expression. " As he said this his gum
fell out of his mouth.
It was then that I decided to put his
plan to work. I looked over the rail of
the L platform. Just one easy shove!
But why bother. He was too normal.
planning and coordinating; etiquette
and self-confidence.
All classes are $25 for seven lessons
including textbook. You don't have to
want to be a model to attend sessions.
For more information call 677-1622,
9am-5pm.

•§•§•§•

Party clothes for the holidays have a certain dazzle and
flash to them th1s year. Perhaps It's due to materials such as
satln,'qiana, Jersey, or crepe de chine or perhaps It's the
accessories such as gold belts and sparkling disco bags or a
shtny comb 1n the hair.
One popular and econom1cal item to wear to parties 1s
leo\ards. Camisole styling and a lacy e.dgmg will dress up
the traditional leotard.
leotards by Dansktn also offer polyester skirts to match.
These flow1ng and satiny skirts make a smash hit on the
dance floor. Colors range from cool to hot. Prices for
leotards are between $8 and $22.
~eotards can also be worn with jeans, as nlghtwear, as
sw1mwear, or to exercise in with tights.
If pants are your thing, note that the pants leg is getting
narrower and hips are getting baggier. For a dressy party

by Ava Thompson
and Felicia Willis

Disco bags and silky
leotards dazzle this
s
hol.lday

p

look, materials should be along the texture of satin or crepe
de chine. •
It you like to sew and want to whip up something easy, but
appealing, try one of the following patterns: Simf>llclty
#8580-camisole, pants and jacket or McCall's Carefree
•
Pattern #5341-tunlc, pants and jacket.
For guys dressmg for holiday parties, jeans are not on the
list. A pair of tweed pants and a blazer would do nicely. For
those really dressy occasions, three-piece suits answer the
call. Pants are looser In the hips. For an added attraction, try
one of the new slimmer ties.
Men's shirts are more detailed now . And there are more
exciting colors than white. Try sky blue or mint green. For
some thing new, check out the shirts with detachable
collars-one Is a regular collar the other Is Peter Pan style
rounded edges Instead of _points for about $18.

Because there are so many SCENTS
for men and women to choose from,
shop with sense.
Don't choose a scent because 1t is
nice on someone else. Your body
chemistry can cause it to smell different on you.
Do not test more than two scents at
a time. Your olfactory nerve will aet
contused. Put the scents on your
skin; they won't smell the same in the
bottle
Oils and perfumes are the strongest.
They last the longest and are the most
expensive form of fragrance. Next in
strength is toilet water. which contains a moderate amount of alcohol.
The lightest and least expensive is
cologne. Men's cologne tends to be a
very strong alcohol base while aftershave is more calm and subtle

•§•§•§•

Briefs
Somo NEW FRAGRANCES you may
wont to check are Enqoli bv Charle<- of
th H tz, $3 75·$8 C1o, $5-$7, Pie re
ard n for n n $8 $11 , J:l vur men "
liP 1 1 y Mary Kay $8 $12, J v "
nt f r W<lll' n 6..$9 J v
rn n $5 7 "C
·~·
M nt ornery Wwo h a l;Ornplet ly
now
AMERICAN
BEAUTY
WORKSHOP for m ties UJid tomales,
"Wendy Wards" Classes re for all
ages Some topics covered are tnco
care: skin, laclals, makoup; hair care:
conditioning und styling, body care·
oxerclso, dint, nutrl tlon: wardrobe·

. .

To even your CUTICLES. first soak
them in warm, soapy water t..ntll soft.
Then ustng an orange stick
pencil
uraser that t>as baen
t at
5 deQree
angle, push the cu tc. e u w >~ently
F•r Ish by massagtn
ound
your ut1cl s

.§. •

nv

ht • .

w rm w er""
warm tr nced~:~d ror '
r

\1ays and rs "'' stylf'
'79. Pr tees run 11
3 to $20 And
keep your ears t.OVPitd m sub-z ro
w<Mther no rnatler what th pressure
to appear "macho." Frost bite could
cause head and hearing problems for
the rest of your life.
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What ever happened to

Michael, a student at St. Willibrord, left
his book in the lunchroom. It was turned into
the office, but now he has to pay 25 cents to
get it back.
When Karen, a student at Whitney Young,
walked into her first period class without an
I. D., her teacher made her go get a temporary
I. D. The temporary I. D.'s price tag: 25 cents.
What happens to the money that's
collected? Most students don't know.
Students don't know whether fines are used
for a new microspeaker, or maybe a
watercooler for the teachers' lounge. Or
maybe the fines don't add up to that much
money. ·
Whatever the amount collected from fines,
students should know what happens to it.
High schools try to teach students to
demand honesty from government officials.
They teach students to be aware of how
government money is spent. But those same
schools don't think of explaining the way
they handle fines .

Why should fines be so mysterious?
High schools like to think that they help
teach their students to become adults. But
adults have representatives who decide how
taxes and fines are going to be spent.
~tudents don't.
Why shouldn't students help decide what
things to fine or punish and how much to
fine or punish? Why can't they have a voice in
what should be done with the money
collected?
By helping school officials work out fines,
students have a chance to understand why
their school officials act like they do. The
students can learn about administration ,
about justice, about making decisions that
affect people around them.
Students can also help school officials
decide how to spend fine money. Every
school organization has something it needs
or wants, but can't afford. Also, students
know from personal experience which
textbooks are the worst and which

classrooms have the worst seats.
If schools keep students after school
instead of fining them, that time can also be
used to help the school. Officers of school
organizations may not have the time or
enough people to complete a variety of tasks
from typing letters to decorating bulletin
boards.
At Jones Commercial , time spent after
school is called " character-building points."
But instead of " character-build ing," the
students usually spend the time doing
nothing. A student working off punishment
time isn't going to be happy about it, but a
job that contributes to school morale is more
likely to " build charcter." Even if it doesn't ,
the fact that citizens in a school can control
their environment by deciding what kind of
punishment to use is important.
School officials and student bodies can
decide together what to do with fines and
what to do with t ime spent after school.
Right now, students don't have a voice in
either.

Letters to the Editor
Education about parenthood
Congratulations on publishing
"Nobody Taught Me About Motherhood" in the September issue of your
paper. The stories about Melissa and
Robin were really sad, first of all
because they felt they couldn't go to
their mothers for information and
advice, and second, because they
didn't know where else to go for help.
Here at Planned Parenthood we help
teenagers- before, during, or after
oregnancy-to get the information and
attention they need. A phone call to
322-4232 can arrange an appointment
at our Teen Scene clin ic or an immediate talk with a counselor AND we
respect the person 's right to privacy.
Evelyn P. Stevens

Vice President for Public
Education and Information

All Right!
The October issue of New Expression should get a couple of those
professional j ournalism awards. The
article on McDonald's was absolutely
first rate ! It is really good to see some
aggressive writing on th is subject. The
article on Teens in the Del ivery Room
was also outstanding .
I hope you will continue to do this
k ind of on-target reporting . Keep it up .
Joseph Bute, Jr.
Director
Chicago Youth All iance

Star Reporter
I recently read an article on street
life, " You don't cut the streets ; They
cut you" by Johnny Vaughn . I'm just
writing to say it real ly moved me. I've
been reading the issues regularly and ·
really like the stories by him. They
aren't like some of the everyday SunTimes or Trlb stories.
They really get you interested . If
there is any one who is more qualified
for a job as a reporter with the bigti me
papers it's him . The September issue
of '78 was really some good journalism.
Kent Smi th
Prosser Vocat ional

Letters to the Editor should be
addressed to the Ed itor, New
Expression , 207 S. Wabash ,
Chicago 60604. Please sign letters
and include a home phone number
In case the Ed itor. needs to contact
you. We prefer to prlnt the author's
name, so please do not ask us to
wi thhold your name without a
serious reason.

Are there any particular foods that you are trying to cut down on in
your diet?

..

by Michael Glover
and
Marla Villalobos
Photos by
Krls Prorok and
Marla VIllalobos

Darren Stanfield,
freshman, Phillips
H.S.
The only thing
I'm trymg to cut
down on Is stuff
like candy and fattening foods like
potatoes .
Fried
foods ma k ~ me
break out.

Sandy
Tere:z.,
senior, Wells H.S.
Yes, I'm trying to
cui
down
on·
greasy foods that
cause pimples and
make me look
ugly.

Mildred Pazmino,
junior,
Whitney
Young H.S.
I'm trying o cut
down on sweets
and chocolate (I'm
allergic to it!)
They're bad for my
teetti and. anyway.
lhat's all that I eat.
I'm a junk food
addict.
1

Cynthia
Reno,
senior,
South
Shore H.S.
I'm trying to cut
down on pork because I think the
pig is a very dirty
and nasty antmal.
I think the meat is
dirty.

Emmet R. McBain,
junior,
Whitney
Young H.S.
I'm cutting down
on meats and Junk
food. Meat has
colonng processtng that's been
found to be a cancerous substance.
The only meat
that's safe is home

.

ratsed under speciftc conditions. I
cut down on junk
food because I
br~ak out easily
and 1t's too expensive when one isn't
IOfklng.
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Teen easers
Drug de-coder

Instructions: This Is a test on drugs to
challenge how well you know drug
terms and their effects. Fill in the
blanks marked (A) with the terms from
column A and the effects marked (B)
from column B.

by Brenda Klllans

Column A
Heroin
Anoretic
Barbiturate
Methadone
Codeine
Depressant
PCP
Valium

1 (A) is u drug commonly usod ns a cougll suppros
:;nnl but can bocorno (B) .
2 (A) cnn bo usod iJS <Jioopmo p11ls, bul can al•,o
cnuso (B)
1 I rnnq1lilll'nrs ,m<J other (A) ure ftoquently pro
c:;cnbod by do< tors, but wrthdrawal frorn them c;an
C<lll!-iO

(B)

ts o populur chuq to mix with alcohol, bul lho
nlll<turo can cuu•,o (B)
5
(A) IS d votor1nar y nnostholic Ihat ts non addtcllvo,
but un ovordosr, can cnuse (B)
6 (A) Is nn .1ddicllvo tlrug lnjaclod 1nto 1110 body, but
unstt•rrlo tn)octron~ can cause (B)
7 (A) rs a narcotic used to help addicts withdraw
from twro1n, but an overdose of thrs drug may
4

(A)

CHUSO

Column B
anxiety, Insomnia, and possible death
hepalllls
addiction
convulsions, coma, and slow
and shallow breathing
amphelamlnes
psychosis or posslbte death
drunken behavior
dizziness, nausea, and loss of
motor coordination

(B)

drugs nre commonly used as appottte suppross<mts, but they also produce many of tho same srde
offocts as (B) .
8

(A)

Entertainment Editor Suaan Harvey [right) preaenta prizes to Rosie
Boyd and Jeffery Nichola In the October Teen Teaser.
The winners In last
month's Teen Teasers. "It I
could name a high school"
contest are · first place,
Lynnette Hendricks, 15,
Whitney Young High
School; second place,
Jeffrey Nichols, 17,
Whitney Young High
School, and third place,
Rosie Boyd,, 7, Aquinas
Dominican High School
Lynnette's prlzo·wlnnlng
name Is Ralph Metcalfe

High School
All contest entrants can
pick up the WLS bookcovers for which they are
eligible by coming to New
Expreaslon offices at Youth
Communication, 207 S.
Wabash, Chicago.
Correction from the last
Teen Teasers contest: we
erred In spelling one of I he
names. The correct
spelling Is, Alan B
Shepard

How to enter
1. Write your list of answers
(In two columns) on a sheet of
notebook paper. As a final
point, tell us what your course
of action would be If your best
friend were heavily Into drugs,
to tht. point of addiction.
2 Send the answers along
with your name, address, age,
school and phone number to·
Teen Teasers, Youth Communication, 207 S. Wabash,

Playing
it off

One of I he hardest thing to
accept Is seeing someone you
c ro about doing something
you rnrnk. rs oumb and not be
able to chango It
You didn't say whether hor
drl~king or smoking cau o
ocl I problema . Are you
embarr sed or ar~gert.td by
the w y sho hnndlas olthor
ono? If so, It's prob bly time

October's
puzzle

started to aheke, and they had
to take me home. My mother
says I'll grow out of thla. Will
I?

I'm 16, and I've gone with a
guy, 17, for five montha. I'm
the flrat girl he's gone with,
and he says he loves me. He
has a lot of problema at home
and depends on me to help
him. My problem Ia that,
though I really care about him,
and I don't want to hurt tllm, I
feel that I'm too young to be
tied down to one boy. What
should I do?
Brenda Connors

J. L

by Stephanie Sandera

I'm 15, and my friend Ia 18. I
don't smoke or drink, but ahe
does, and I really wlah ahe
would atop. Another friend
and I tried to talk lo her about
U, but ahe keep• on . Should I
keep teltlng her about the
dangera or juat leave her
alone?
Suun Maloney

Chicago, Illinois 60604. Do
not send the puzzle; just the
answers
3. The winners will receive
prizes from Channel 5 (NBC).
All entries will recleve WLS
book covers . You must come
down to Youth Communication to pick up your book
covers after Nov. 12.
4. All answers must be
received by Nov. 20, 1976.
5. People working for Youth
Communication and their
families cannot participate In
the contest.

to confront hor, and nwko It
clear that your continued
frl ndshlp Is on the line
II the ploblorn Is strictly
your concern for hor health,
don't nug. Neither of you will
llko
the
oxperler1co
t
rocomrnond thai you wrilo the
American Cancer Socluty or
stop ut lhelr ollie ':i (37 S .
W bash) lor pt.tmphl ts th..tl
ox plain how to help c hronlc
smoker, slop
•;moklng

Alcohollc.q Anonymous (205

W Wc.cker) has similar In
formation for drinking habits .
Rornombor, Susnn, this Is
hor problem, nnd you don't
hilve to rnuko It your~
I'm 14, and I have an unu&ual problem that embarrasses me. I get scared when I
toleep over al a friend's house.
Once when I tried It, I got so
nervous and homesick that I

Although your problem may
be embarrassing, It Is not
unusual. Many people sutter
from different fears and
phobias that complicate their
lives But fears of such things
as darkness and being
without a favorite blanket or
doll usually wear oft In the
maturing years .
I talked with a psychologist,
Dr Anna Marla Buchmann,
about your problem and she
thought that tho fe r may be
caused by "some securities
that you always got at home
or any other familiar places
you may go, and that as soon
as you feel thai these
securities are not present, you
lighten up and got nervous."
For now, why not have
friends stay at your homo
Trust lime and experlonce to
glvo you confidence about
being away from home. Then,
whon your feelings tell you
that you'ro ready to stay at a
friend's home, try It again

SPECIALLY FOR YOU
A listing of training and instruction

#

dlffiDIY PRYDE

I 01 tho 11tMrtnq Ul\f tho ht 11tr1q 1rnp,111ed,
t11u Clllc.1qo 1/lt..l•'ttu of ttw Dt 111 oflur:;
wort..•,hop ,, rolurr 11~. tutoring ontitor
ll dllttl '>('ltn-. Ill thllolhll t t:hlllqut nllfllt,
lqll idll(]lhlqtl lllcf ,\C(;US:-><Il>lltty IOI lht
ll.mdtl 1ppod 111 thf 1101 Wt Iolii '>llmnl~.

SCHOOL
OF DANCE

C!Hl\ll1lllllly qrollp:-. rllld inh.1r()•ll qrollp~· (\Ill
Mon t1 11 u I rt ,

lmlwunn t 0 \Jld 3 p m
u1!1

on 1a

1 . John Kennedy, 2. Wendell
Phillips, 3. Gregor J. Mendel,
4. Marie Curie, 5. Paul
Robeson, 6. Paul Dunbar, 7.
Teddy E. Roosevelt, 8. David
Farragut, 9. George W . Carver,
10. Mother E. SetQn, 11 . John
W. Harlan, 12. Roberto
Clemente, 13. Whitney Young,
14. George Westinghouse,
and 15. Alan B. Shepard
(correction N .E. ~rror)

Is It possible that you just
feel sorry for him? If this Is the
case, It would be better If you
end the relationship now.
If you really enjoy being
with him and prize his friendship, the best thing to do Is to
be honest about your feelings.
You could say something like,
"I care very much about you,
and I really have fun when I'm
with you. And while 1 want to
be wilh you a lot, I think I'm
too young to be tied down to
you and spend all of my time
with one young man ."
Once he sees that you are
not going to desert him, he
probably wtll be able lo accept
your need to date other
people,

PREPARAnON
FOR

COLLEGE BOARDS

SAT

ENROlliNG NOW
CJII

O.w~. (Vtlllnt:s <

Werkrnds

6216 N. Clark

Chicago. Ill.
(312) 764-5t51

S~-H

KAPLAN

Chlf t!Ju '•tudlo lm I' rformlng Aru
M11 It l)u11o
llr4111111 l'hnhl!ll•tfliiV und Y11q<1
llo II' 11 tlhlrt < r·toht r HI Novmnblll I I
I u1 lnku111 111 n <~ 111 ( otlul 1 I lull Inn :lh:l li'IO(l

Hl>1 I'Hti'AHATIClN
Sfll CIAliSlll , INCl lt~a
l'UI<~•I• N' 'ilul• Oolh

CALL TOLL f.REF

800-221-9840
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"None of my friends act like
Horshack.''

Teens see
TV mirror:
a reflection?
by Paula Eubanks
Do
Vi n nie
Barbari no ,
Barbara Roman o, Horshack
and J .J . Evans offer Ch icago
teens "ideas to live by?"
For Sue Schlesinger, a
freshman at Morgan Park,
those ideas are important , " I
do care because I'm interested
in how the characters deal
wit., their problems. I like to
compare their (the Romano
sisters) life style to mine," she
says. " I want to see life-like
shows . It's better than watching Battlestar Gallacia. I could
hardly compare myself with a
space creature. "
"Something about One Day
at a Time that I can 't relate to
is the way the girls treat their
mother as a friend . They seem
to like her more than what I've
found ir'l real life," Sue explained .
Richard Bensfield . as a
producer/writer for One Day
at a Time, is one of the influential persons in Hollywood who decides how
characters like -the Romano
sisters will talk and act. He
claims that he gets his ideas
about h9w teens act from
teens themselves . " I have two
of my own ," he says, "and I
get imput from the two teen
girls' in our cast, Valerie
Berti nell i af'd MacKenzie
Phillips. I've also written for
Good Times and The Jefferson&, getting imput from
their casts.
Bensfield says , " A writer
tries actively to keep in touch
with the people he writes
about.. . or soon he will no
longer be successful. "
According to Bensefield ,
when
he
encounters
situations where he doesn't
have first hand knowledge of a
situation or a type of person,

he seeks out people who can
supply the background he
needs . "Th is company (T.A .T.
Produc t ions )," says Ben sefield , " has a staff of people
who do just this ki nd of
research ."
Dorian Perry , a senior at
Wh itney Young , questions the
way scriptwriters handle
" typical situations ." She
described an episode of
Family where an older brother
comes home and tells his
younger brottler that his best
friend is homosexual. At that
point the younger brother
begins to hate the older
brother's friend until the end
of the episode when the
conflict is solved .
Dorian said that the same
situation accurred in her
house. "My brother had a best
friend who was gay, but we
didn't react to it the same way
the people in Family did . I
didn't get upset and start to
hate the guy. I just couldn't
relate to how the Family
people dealt with it," she said _
"I didn ' t write to the
program because it's easier
for me to turn the thing off,"
DQ.rlan explained .
Most people who do write
Hollywood with complaints or
compliments
about
the
programs usually write to the
stars themselves. Bensefield
said that he doesn't get much
feedback from teen viewers.
"What we do get/ he says, " is
in the form of letters to the
two girls on the show.
Sometimes they will share
those letters with us if they
feel a fan has something
Important to object about. In
that case we may well
reevaluate our position ."
One Day at a Time
producers did reevaluate their
characters after the first year

of the show . Enough teens
Times, Family and One Day
wrote them complaining
at a Time.
about the way both girls " told
" Respect for parents" was
off" their mother anq got away
the quality they saw most
with it. The teen letter-writers
frequently in the teens on
complained that they " never
those programs.
got away with that. " The
They found that two other
script writers softened the
qualities appeared quite a bit :
girls' relationship with their
"respect for honesty and
mother for the second year of
j usti ce " and " respect for
the show.
intelligence in others ."
Each teen viewer, of course, The qualities in the TV teen
has his own " unreal " comcharacters that they didn't
plaint. One freshman told me
f ind were " awareness of
" I've never come in contact
national and in ternational
with kids like Kotter's. None
issues," and "concern for
of my friends act like Hortheir future" and " positive
shack." Another said that her
atti tudes toward authority
parents are not as stupid as
fig_ures."
If our poll Is accurate, you
TV parents. "Mine aren 't
always making mistakes for
can test the " reality" of TV
the kids to get upset about. "
teens by comparing these
A freshman boy at Morgan
results to your friends and
Park complained about the
classmates. Are your friends
close parent/ teen relationsh ip
more likely to respect their
on Family. " I don'~ think too
parents than they are iikely to
many kids talk to their parents
be concerned about national
about problems like the kids
a nd internat i onal i ssues
on Family do. It seems I talk
(energy, inflation , Middle East
to my friends , not my family .
peace)? Are your friends and
They're not always there like
classmates more likely to
on TV, ready and w illing to
respect intelligence In other
help . I don't feel parents are
people than they are likely to
always there with the right
respec t people for thei r
answers ."
authority
role
(pollee ,
New Expression polled 50
teachers)?
Chicago high school students
If the answer is " yes ," then
to find out what qualities they
maybe the Hollywood writers
have a right to tell us, " Up
see in teen characters on four
popular
TV
programs :
your nose with a rubber
Welcome Back, Kotter. Good
hose."

NE POLL
How Chicago teens see TV teens
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3.1

28

3.3

3.5

3.5

Respect for parents

2.4

1.8

2.7

2.0

Resoonsibility for
actions

2.0

1.8

2.2

22

2.9

2.6

2.6

3.4

3.2

Respect for honesty
and ju tice

1.9

1.9

2.4

1.9

31

2.8

3.1

3.3

3.4

Respect for intelligence of other
characters

22

1.9

2.3

9

2.8

28

2.3

3.2

34

Positive attitude
toward authority
figures (police,
teachers

1.7

1.8

2.3

19

29

2.~

2.5

3.1

3.3

Concern for their
futures

1.6

1

5

1.9

1.9

2.9

29

3.0

3.6

3.4

Awareness of national
and International
issues.

1.3

1.4

Scale for the poll: 1 = not at all; 2

=

1.7

1.4

2.4

Photos courtesy of the ABC
Television Network and the
CBS Television Network.

Here's
Where to
write
If you would like to write th
producer I script wri ters of any
of these shows, here are th
current names and addresses:
Aaron Spelling
Fam ily
Aaron Spelling Productions
20th Century Fox Studio
10201 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles , CA 90028
Dick Bensfleld
ne Day at a Time
.A .T . Communications
752 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064

•

ames Komeck
elcome Back, Kotter
ames Komeck Company
4151 Prospect Ave.
Los Angeles , CA 90027
Normal Paul
Good Times
Tandem Productions
5752 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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2.3

somewhat; 3 = quite a bi t: 4

2.2

3.1

all the time.

2.8

EARNING OPPORTUNITIES

"Teens" have fun and earn
.money at the same time. ·
Your earnings can begin at
$50.00 to· $100.00 during your
spare time.

CALL
8:30A.M.
to
7 :00P.M.

COOPER ENTERPRISES
912 E. 47th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60605
268-0194

$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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by Valeri Piotroski, Maye Smith, Evelyn
Polk, Krls Prorok and Jackl Ryan

"The Wlz"
At the Chicago premiere of "The
Wiz", the audience clapped, shouted,
cheered and even cried .
They cheered when the bad witch
was "flushed" down the toilet near the
end of the movie, cried when Dorothy
finally got home from her unexpected
adventure in Oz , and laughed
hysterically when the cowardly L!on
tried to proclaim his courage but was
frightened by Toto the dog .
This movie Is definitely not the
"Wizard of Oz." "Wiz" has a style all
Its own. Dorothy is transported to Oz
from New York , not Kansas. The talk,
fashions and settings of the movie are
"hipper'', streetwise and probably
much more appealing to teen
audiences .
The musical numbers are equally
enjoyable, as Lena Horne as Glenda'
the Good Witch , tells Dorothy that , if
she " Believes ," she can do anything
(even go home to New York City), and
Dorothy convinces the Lion that he
does indeed have the courage to "Be a
Lion."
Diana Ross Is definitely the star of
this film . Without her, the movie
would surely lose most of Its charm,
and without her voice most of the
musical productions would lose their
impact.
Elaborate fashions by designers
including Halstori, Oscar de Ia Renta,
and Ralph Lauren, the transformation
of New York into the glittering
Emerald City and a yellow brick road
lined with gold are just a few of the
reasons that "The Wlz" Is reportedly
the most expensive film ever made.
Aside from a weak start, where Ross
is a wallflower at a family party , the
movie is thoroughly enjoyable. Nipsey
Russell and Michael Jackson are
convincing as the Tlnman and
Scarecrow , and seem perfectly cast.
The only thing doubtful about "The
Wlz" is D1ana Ross playing a 24-yearold. But then, If you can believe in
hungry garbage cans and talking
scarecrows, you can believe In
anything

Who's Killing the Great Chefs of
Europe?
Here's a movte with a flavorable
touch. Each murder takes place while
a great chef Is preparing his
specialties.
The scenery beautifully portrays the
different parts of the world where the
killi,ngs occur.
Robert Morely plays the editor of a
gourmet magazine He simply adores
sampling the foods which the fine
chefs prepare.
Jacqueline Bessel Is a dessert chef.
She thinks the murderer is following a
certain plan. Her ex-husband tries to
bring together all the chefs in France
so that they will be safe from the killer.
This picture is a must to see if you
have a craving for mystery.

November

-

=%

"Midnight Express"
This film is a taut thriller and is
definitely not for the squeamish.
It is the true story of a young
American who was arrested in
lstambul for possession of hashish.
Barry Hayes (superbly played by Brad
Davis) serves two and one-half years
of a four-year sentence In a Turkish
prison and then discovers that his
sentence has been changed to life
imprisonment.
The bleak, almost surrealistic
prison scenes are a reminder of the
film "Paplllon." The theme may be a
bit heavy for the average teenager, but
I would recommend the film to those
who appreciate a powerful story.

Gino Vanelli
"Brother to Brother"
A&M Records
Gino Vanelli combines a jazzy sax with
soulful vocals for a unique sound in his
latest album.
Vanelli's music cannot be classified as
rock, but its driving beat will satisfy any
"rocker."
He has moved away from the orchestral
compositions of his last album, "A Pauper
1n Paradise," toward a tighter, more solid
sound.
My favorite cuts are" I Just Want to Stop,"
a mellow, easy listening tune, and the title
track, which has an excellent synthesizer
section. Vanelli's music still does not have
enough variation to make "Brother to
Brother" a great album. Many of the tracks
sound the same. But if you're tired of disco,
try G1no Vanellt.

"Boys from Brazil"
Upcoming Concerts
Gregory Peck stars as a former Nazi
war crimi nal who develops a plot to
populate the world with clones of
Adolph H1tler.
The advertisements on television for
the film were more exciting then the
flick itself. But the duel between
Laurence Olivier and Gregory Peck in
the final scene is worth seeing .
I know that movie-goers are supposed to suspend belief when they
enter the theater, but the plot behind
this film requires almost a squirrely
mind.

test).

Nov. 9 , Stephen Stills and
Livingston Taylor, Auditorium; Nov.
10, Don McLean, Park West ; Richie
Havens, Old Chicago: Nov. 12, 13,
Van Morrison, Park West; Nov.17, 18,
Donna Summer, Auditorium; Nov. 21,
The Pointer Sisters, Park West; Heart,
Amphitheatre; Nov . 22, 23, Hall and
Oates, Park West ; Nov. 24, Doobie
Brothers, Amphitheatre; Nov. 25, Neil
Sedaka, Park West ; Nov. 27, Ted
Nugent , Aragon; Dec. 2, Outlaws,
Aragon.

Evanston, 10 am to 6 pm also Nov. 19,
8 am to 2 pm.
27 Thanksgiving vacation begtns
28 "Fame," Channel 5

"Search lor Your Goals." Hackman
Hall, 9600 S. Throop, 7:30 p.m. Also
Nov 11 at 7:30. Admission $1.
11 Disco Marathon at Navy Pier. Prizes for
dancers with the most pledges for
Easter Seal. 10 am until. .
17 "Return Engagement," Channel 5
"The Star Wars Holiday Spec1al,"
Channel 2
Ch1cago National College Fair, Expo·
center, 350 N Orleans 10 am to 4 pm
and 6 pm to 10 pm, also Nov. 18, 10 am
to 4 pm Free
18 North Shore Open Speed Skahng
Meet,CrownlceCenter, 1701 MamSt

Mendel High School's Saturday
"Disco"
11100 King Drive
If you don't mind a dance party with
500 other dancers, Mendel is a great
party place every Saturday night from
7: 30 until 11 : 30 for $2.
Dancers can choose between two
floors for disco style music . Although
these floors are normally a gym and
lunch room, they are nicely converted

each Saturday for a party atmosphere.

10 Original Youth Theater prasents
6 "The Athletes, ·· a collection of paintings
- of great athletes, The Art Institute thru
Jan. 27. Student rates 50~.
6 ''Fashions. Eight Chicago Women
1860·1929," exhibit at the Chicago
H1stonal Society, Clark at North Ave
thru Dec.
6 14th Annual Ch1cago International Film
Festival at the Biograph, V1llage and
Varsity (Evanston) theaters thru Nov.
19
7 Elect1on day. Polls open 6 am to 6 pm .
9 LJI Abnor 1n Dogpatch Today," Chan·
nel 5, 7 prn
10 Deadline for ACT applications (Dec;. 9

East Inn
206 East Superior
East Inn is right down the street
from Gino's East. It's a quaint little
restaurant serving Italian dishes and
salads. Their specialty, like Gino's, is
pizza.
The prices and the pizza at East Inn
are similar to Gino's (prices range
from $3.20 to $8.95 and pizza is served
with your choice of bacon, sausage,
hamburger, or peperonl.) But there are
advantages here over some better
known pizza houses. The management
can usually accommodate a large
group by putting them ·together at a
table, which some restaurants have
trouble doing.
East Inn also has a game room with
pinball machines and other electronic
games. It's a nice way to spend time
while you're waiting for a pizza to be
prepared. Call 337-9482 for reservations.
You can walk from the Michigan
Avenue bus three blocks east

December
2 SAT test date
9 Original Youth Theater presents
"Search for Your Goals," Unity High
School Auditorium, 8100 S. Prarie, 7:30
pm. Admission $1.
15 Original Youth Theater presents
"Search for Your Goals," Joseph1num
High School Auditorium, 1501 N. Oak·
ley, 7 30 pm. Admission $1 .
We will publish activities that interest or
Involve teens free of charge. Send Information In care of Youth Communlca·
tlon, 207 S. Wabash. Chicago 60604

Mendel uses excellent sound
equipment, and the teen deejays have
a lot of experience.
Simple refreshments like coke and
potato chips are available, but most
people come for the dancing and the
chance to meet someone new. They
gulp down their drinks between
dances so they can get back onto the
floor
For easy transportation to Mendel
take the Roseland / Altgeld bus from
95th & the Dan Ryan or the Michigan
34 bus to 111 th and Michigan, then
walk east down the hill to Mendel.

